APPLICATION FORM*1
To: Nippon Kaiji Kyokai
Attn.: Hull Dept
FAX: +81-3-5226-2019

Date:
E-mail: hld@classnk.or.jp

PrimeShip-HULL software for CSR Calculations
System

☐ PrimeShip-HULL(Rules)/CSR Bulk Carrier ;
Rule calculation program for CSR Bulk Carriers
☐ PrimeShip-HULL(Rules)/CSR Tanker ;
Rule calculation program for CSR Tankers
☐ PrimeShip-HULL(DSA)/CSR
Direct Strength Assessment program for CSR Bulker and
Tanker*2

Company
Department
Name
Signature or
Seal
Address
TEL & FAX
E-mail
1

* The Information which we collect from customers is only used as an internal document (including our domestic and
overseas subsidiaries) for the software management and spread of the software. We do not disclose the information to any
third party without the permission of the customers.
*2
Please note that the above information will be disclosed to MSC.Software for confirmation of licensee of Patran.
The applicant duly notes that the lease is subject to the following conditions:


All intellectual property rights, including any copyrights, trademarks, etc. for the software or any associated services remain
the sole property of ClassNK and/or the software development company. Users are only granted a non-exclusive right to use
this software in accordance with these conditions.



The software, including the main module, may be installed on multiple computers within (a single location of) the company.
However, the software shall not be leased, sold, distributed or subleased to any third party other than the location specified
on the application form.



All or a part of the software shall not be used for purposes other than structural assessments based on IACS Common
Structural Rules.



The software shall not be reverse engineered or otherwise modified for use in any way.



All technical information and knowledge, such as know-how or data structure, etc., acquired through the use of this software
shall not be provided to any third party.



ClassNK reserves the right to a claim against the lessee for damages it suffers as the result of any unauthorized use of the
software or its associated services.



ClassNK, its employees or related parties shall not be responsible for any claims attributable to errors, omissions, or other
inaccuracies in the information or results provided by the software, and in no event shall ClassNK be liable for direct, indirect,
special, incidental or consequential damages or losses arising out of the use of the software, such information or results.



ClassNK may amend these conditions at any time it deems necessary, without prior written notice to users. However, in
cases where it is deemed that users shall be significantly affected by any amendment of these conditions, ClassNK shall
inform users thereof by issuing a written notice with a reasonable notice period.

